Atrial fibrillation and sinus node dysfunction in human ankyrin-B syndrome: a computational analysis
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Wolf RM, Glynn P, Hashemi S, Zarei K, Mitchell CC, Anderson ME, Mohler PJ, Hund TJ. Atrial fibrillation and sinus node dysfunction in human ankyrin-B syndrome: a computational analysis. Am J Physiol Heart Circ Physiol 304: H1253–H1266, 2013. First published February 22, 2013; doi:10.1152/ajpheart.00734.2012.—Ankyrin-B is a multifunctional adapter protein responsible for localization and stabilization of select ion channels, transporters, and signaling molecules in excitable cells including cardiomyocytes. Ankyrin-B dysfunction has been linked with highly penetrant sinoatrial node (SAN) dysfunction and increased susceptibility to atrial fibrillation. While previous studies have identified a role for abnormal ion homeostasis in ventricular arrhythmias, the molecular mechanisms responsible for atrial arrhythmias and SAN dysfunction in human patients with ankyrin-B syndrome are unclear. Here, we develop a computational model of ankyrin-B dysfunction in atrial and SAN cells and tissue to determine the mechanism for increased susceptibility to atrial fibrillation and SAN dysfunction in human patients with ankyrin-B syndrome. Our simulations predict that defective membrane targeting of the voltage-gated L-type Ca\(^{2+}\) channel Ca.1.3 leads to action potential shortening that reduces the critical atrial tissue mass needed to sustain reentrant activation. In parallel, increased fibrosis results in conduction slowing that further increases the susceptibility to sustained reentry in the setting of ankyrin-B dysfunction. In SAN cells, loss of Ca.1.3 slows spontaneous pacemaking activity, whereas defects in Na\(^+/Ca\(^{2+}\)\) exchanger and Na\(^+/K\(^+\)\) ATPase increase variability in SAN cell firing. Finally, simulations of the intact SAN reveal a shift in primary pacemaker site, SAN exit block, and even SAN failure in ankyrin-B-deficient tissue. These studies identify the mechanism for increased susceptibility to atrial fibrillation and SAN dysfunction in human disease. Importantly, ankyrin-B dysfunction involves changes at both the cell and tissue levels that favor the common manifestation of atrial arrhythmias and SAN dysfunction.

Recent findings from our group and others have provided important clues into the molecular and cellular mechanism for arrhythmia in the setting of ankyrin-B dysfunction. In ventricular myocytes, increased susceptibility to proarrhythmic cardiac calcium-dependent afterdepolarizations has been observed, likely because of, in part, the loss of membrane localization of Na\(^+\)/K\(^+\) ATPase (NKA) and Na\(^+\)/Ca\(^{2+}\) exchanger (NCX) and associated imbalance in intracellular ion homeostasis (5, 8, 34, 44). In atrial and sinoatrial node (SAN) cells, L-type Ca\(^{2+}\) current is uniquely affected because of loss of membrane targeting of Ca.1.3 (not expressed in ventricle) (9, 27). In parallel, ankyrin-B-deficient (ankyrin-B\(^{-/-}\)) mice show a decrease in atrial action potential (AP) duration (APD) together with slow and variable SAN cell spontaneous firing rate (9). While these studies provide important insight into the underlying cellular defects, the link between specific cell/tissue changes and arrhythmogenesis remains unclear.

Mathematical modeling of excitable cells has been applied extensively to analyze the molecular and cellular basis of human disease (6, 17, 39). In previous work, we used a computational approach to analyze the substrate for stress-induced ventricular arrhythmias in ankyrin-B syndrome (44). We found that loss of NCX and NKA membrane targeting resulted in calcium overload under stress conditions, promoting inappropriate release of calcium from the sarcoplasmic reticulum and even afterdepolarizations. Here, we take a similar approach to define the substrate for arrhythmias across the full spectrum of arrhythmias observed clinically.
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METHODS

Simulation of normal (wild-type) and ankyrin-B−/− atrial APs. Ion channel kinetics for the atrial cardiomyocyte were simulated using two different well-validated models of the human atrial cardiomyocyte (7, 16). Modifications to the equations were made to account for experimentally measured changes in NCX, NKA, and L-type Ca2+ channel membrane in ankyrin-B−/− cardiomyocytes (9, 31, 32, 34, 35). Specifically, NCX and NKA surface expressions were reduced by 40 and 25%, respectively, from their wild-type (WT) values, consistent with experimental measurements in ankyrin-B−/− cardiomyocytes (27, 34). Furthermore, the surface expression of the L-type Ca2+ channel was reduced to produce a 40% decrease in the L-type Ca2+ current peak current at a test potential of −10 mV as measured experimentally in ankyrin-B−/− atrial myocytes (9). Single cell models were paced from rest to steady state (1,000 s of pacing to produce beat-to-beat change in APD < 0.1%) over a range of pacing cycle lengths (CLs from 2,000 to 300 ms; stimulus amplitude = 2× μA; stimulus duration = 2 ms in a conservative fashion) (18). The steady-state values for all state variables were used as initial conditions for subsequent simulations. In the case of multicellular simulations, steady-state values from pacing the single cell at CL of 300 ms were used as initial conditions (Table A1).

Simulation of reentry in atrial tissue. Spiral wave reentry was induced in the two-dimensional tissue model by cross-field stimulation of two perpendicular rectilinear waves. Fibrosis was simulated by replacing a percentage of normal cells (3% for WT, and 9% for ankyrin-B−/−) with poorly coupled excitable cells. Inexcitable cells were modeled as passive elements (36) with a leak conductance to produce a resting potential of 40 mV in agreement with experimental measurements from isolated adult atrial fibroblasts (21). Two different random fibroblast distributions were implemented [pseudo-random numbers generated using the rand() command in the stdlib.h C standard library]: 1) “diffuse,” where elements were distributed individually, and 2) “clustered,” where groups of up to five were designated at a time. The two-dimensional cable equation describing AP propagation was solved using an alternating direction implicit method, a mesh size of 200 μm and a fixed time step of 0.005 ms (20, 42).

Simulation of WT and ankyrin-B−/− SAN AP. Ion channel kinetics underlying the SAN AP were simulated using a recently published model of the murine SAN cell (23). Importantly, this model includes separate formulations for both L-type Ca2+ channel subtypes found in the SAN (Ca1.3 and Ca1.2) and accurately reproduces spontaneous firing rate and AP morphology of the mouse SAN cell. Similar to the atrial cell model, NCX and NKA surface expressions were reduced by 40 and 25%, respectively. As ankyrin-B binds Ca1.3 but not Ca1.2, the surface expression of the Ca1.3 (but not Ca1.2) component of L-type Ca2+ channel was reduced by 40% as measured experimentally in ankyrin-B−/− SAN myocytes (27). Parametric analysis was performed by simultaneously varying Ca1.3 maximal conductance and NKA pumping rate or NCX scaling factor.

Intact SAN. Detailed mathematical models were used to simulate SAN cell and atrial APs (Table A2) (7, 23). A model of the human atrial cell (7) was modified to produce an AP waveform more similar to the murine atrial AP (equations provided in APPENDIX). The goal was not to create a model of the mouse atrial myocyte (insufficient data currently available) but rather to generate a waveform with physiological morphology (shown in APPENDIX, Fig. 8) to couple with the murine SAN models. Importantly, measured and simulated APDs show agreement for both WT and ankyrin-B−/− murine atrial cells. Geometry of the intact SAN was represented as a two-dimensional 400 × 45 rectangular grid. Cell types in different regions were determined by histologically reconstructed sections through the rabbit right atrium (RA), as described (3, 13, 42), scaled to a spatial resolution of 9 μm to match dimensions of the mouse SAN (30). Regional differences in cell size, coupling, and ion channel expression within the SAN node were taken into account by making cell properties a function of space, following the previously described approach (3) (equations provided in APPENDIX). Initial conditions for cells from different regions were derived from steady-state values for individual cell models for the murine SAN (or 200 s of spontaneous activity (SAN cell) or 1,000 s of rapid pacing (atrial cell) (values provided in Tables A3 and A4). While these initial conditions do not represent true steady state for the coupled system, they greatly reduce transient initial fluctuations in CL and other properties. Ten seconds of spontaneous activity were simulated, and APs from different SAN regions were analyzed for activation pattern and rate.

All computer code was written in C++, compiled using Intel Composer XE 2011 for Linux and executed on a Dell PowerEdge R515 server (Dual 6 core, 32 GB RAM running CentOS-6.2). Simulation activation data were visualized in MATLAB (R2012a).

Histology of atrium from WT and ankyrin-B−/− mice. Hearts from age- and sex-matched (2-mo-old males) WT and ankyrin-B−/− mice were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde. Tissues were sectioned and stained with Masson’s trichrome. Light microscopy images were analyzed using ImageJ. Hearts were obtained after animals were euthanized by acute CO2 asphyxiation followed by cervical dislocation in accordance with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, published by the National Institutes of Health, and the protocols were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Ohio State University.

RESULTS

Increased fibrosis in ankyrin-B−/− atria. Ankyrin-B dysfunction alters membrane expression of select ion channels, pumps, and exchangers that may regulate the substrate for atrial fibrillation and/or sinus node dysfunction (9). In previous studies, we defined the atrial and SAN cellular phenotype associated with ankyrin-B dysfunction (9, 27). However, changes in atrial structure and/or dimension have been shown to increase susceptibility to arrhythmia (2, 25). Therefore, we first evaluated whether loss of ankyrin-B function altered gross atrial structure through histological staining of normal and ankyrin-B−/− mouse atrial sections. Interestingly, we found almost a threefold increase in the extent of fibrosis in atria from ankyrin-B−/− animals compared with age- and sex-matched WT mouse atria (Fig. 1). These data indicate that in addition to cellular level changes in ion channel membrane targeting, ankyrin-B dysfunction results in structural remodeling that may influence the substrate for arrhythmias.

Altered cellular dynamics in ankyrin-B−/− atrial cell. Altered cellular dynamics have been linked to increased susceptibility to formation of wave break and cardiac fibrillation (43). Therefore, we next determined whether ankyrin-B dysfunction alters the dynamic response of the atrial cell AP to pacing. Mathematical models of ankyrin-B−/− and WT cells were paced to steady state over a CL range from 2,000 to 300 ms (Fig. 2). We also determined the APD frequency response to isolated defects in NCX, NKA, and Ca1.3. To verify model independence of findings, simulations were performed using two different models of the human atrial AP: one from Courtemanche, Ramirez, and Nattel (7) that was among the first developed (referred to as “CRN”) and a recent model from Grandi and colleagues (16) (referred to as “Grandi”) that includes a more advanced formulation for Ca2+ handling (Fig. 2, A and B). Importantly, the CRN and Grandi models predicted a similar decrease in APD with ankyrin-B deficiency that agrees with experiment (9) (Fig. 2, A, B, and F). While data on maximum action potential upstroke velocity (dV/dtmax)
in ankyrin-B-deficient cells are not available, studies in isolated human atrial myocytes show a value of \( 203/\text{ms} \) with no difference between sinus rhythm and atrial fibrillation patients (45). For comparison, at the same CL (800 ms) we observe a \( \frac{dV}{dt} \) of 205 ms in sinus rhythm (for CRN) and 198 ms in ankyrin-B\( ^{+/−} \) (not shown). Interestingly, the ankyrin-B\( ^{+/−} \) cells displayed a reduced capacity for APD adaptation with rate: APD decreases by 74 ms in CRN ankyrin-B\( ^{+/−} \), as CL decreases from 2,000 to 400 ms, compared with 123 ms in WT, with a similar difference observed in the Grandi model (Fig. 2, G and H). Loss of Ca\( v_{1.3} \) is the primary determinant of altered APD adaption in both the CRN and Grandi models as Ca\( v_{1.3} \) deficiency shows decreased APD at all CLs, similar to the ankyrin-B\( ^{+/−} \) cell (Fig. 2, G and H). Interestingly, loss of NCX had a greater impact on APD adaptation in the CRN model than in the Grandi model. Nonetheless, independent of model, the role of NCX was secondary to Ca\( v_{1.3} \) with little to no role for NKA.

We also determined APD in response to a premature stimulus applied at a variable diastolic interval following steady-state pacing (APD restitution). The maximal slope of the restitution curve is shallower in the ankyrin-B\( ^{+/−} \) cell compared with WT, indicating a decreased susceptibility to proarrhythmic AP alternans (Fig. 2, I and J). Whereas the shallow restitution curve in the ankyrin-B\( ^{+/−} \) CRN model depended almost exclusively on loss of Ca\( v_{1.3} \), the Grandi model showed a more equal contribution from Ca\( v_{1.3} \), NCX, and NKA. Thus these simulations demonstrate that loss of Ca\( v_{1.3} \) (and to a lesser extent NCX) contributes to abnormal APD adaptation and restitution in ankyrin-B\( ^{+/−} \) atrial myocytes. Whereas we expect that APD shortening observed in ankyrin-B\( ^{+/−} \) is proarrhythmic, the changes to restitution are likely antiarrhythmic as steep restitution has been linked to increased susceptibility to complex AP dynamics and fibrillation (43).

Two-dimensional model of atrial tissue. Our experimental and computational results show complex electrical and structural remodeling in ankyrin-B\( ^{+/−} \) hearts. Based on these findings, we hypothesized that increased susceptibility to atrial fibrillation in the setting of ankyrin-B dysfunction is due to the presence of multiple defects at the cell and tissue level. Specifically, we hypothesized that decreased APD and slowed conduction (due to fibrosis) dramatically decrease ankyrin-B\( ^{+/−} \) AP wavelength, a measure of the spatial extent of the propagating AP (estimated as the product of conduction velocity and APD). To evaluate the role of cell and tissue level changes in atrial arrhythmias, we used a two-dimensional model of atrial tissue in which human WT or ankyrin-B\( ^{+/−} \) cell models (based on CRN model) are coupled together via gap junctions in a two-dimensional grid (Fig. 3). Fibrosis was introduced by randomly dispersing inexcitable cells. Conduction velocities in longitudinal and transverse directions were determined using plane wave stimuli. Reentry was then initiated using a cross-field stimulation protocol. The size of the two-dimensional grid was systematically reduced (while retaining aspect ratio of 2.5) until it could no longer support even one cycle of reentry. Duration of reentrant activation, average CL, and activation maps were determined at each grid size and compared for the WT and ankyrin-B\( ^{+/−} \) model with changes at both the cell and tissue level (3 and 9% fibrosis in WT and ankyrin-B\( ^{+/−} \), respectively) (Fig. 3). Reentry dynamics displayed a complex pattern in the ankyrin-B\( ^{+/−} \) model relative to...
WT. Specifically, duration of reentry tended to be shorter than that of WT for tissue sizes $> 10$ cm$^2$ but longer for grid sizes $< 10$ cm$^2$. Importantly, whereas the WT model could not support more than one cycle of reentry in grids smaller than 9.6 cm$^2$, the ankyrin-B $^{-/-}$ model supported at least one cycle of reentry in a grid as small as 6 cm$^2$. Activation maps during one cycle of reentry reveal a shorter functional line of conduction block and earlier activation times in the ankyrin-B $^{-/-}$ model compared with WT (Fig. 3, E and F). Thus, unexpectedly, ankyrin-B dysfunction increases the likelihood of conduction block at larger tissue sizes but decreases the critical tissue mass that can support reentry.

To determine the relative contribution of cell and tissue level remodeling to the altered reentry dynamics observed in ankyrin-B $^{-/-}$ tissue, we next compared reentrant activation in homogeneous WT and ankyrin-B $^{-/-}$ grids (lacking fibrosis).
Eliminating fibrosis eliminated the complex relationship between duration of reentry and grid size, suggesting that fibrosis promotes complex reentry dynamics seen in ankyrin-B$^{-/-}$/H11001/H11002 tissue. Importantly, loss of ion channel membrane targeting alone is sufficient to produce a dramatic decrease in activation CL (compare values for 0% fibrosis in Fig. 3K) and critical mass. Loss of Ca$_{v}$.1.3 is the primary determinant of reduced critical mass in ankyrin-B$^{-/-}$ tissue (Fig. 3B), consistent with our findings that Cav1.3-deficiency is largely responsible for decreased APD in the ankyrin-B$^{-/-}$ atrial cell (Fig. 2).

To further clarify the role of fibrosis, we compared activation and reentry dynamics in ankyrin-B$^{-/-}$/H11001/H11002 tissue with 0% fibrosis. Simulated duration of reentry as a function of tissue area in heterogeneous grids comprised of WT and ankyrin-B$^{-/-}$ cells (based on CRN model) interspersed with poorly coupled electrically inexcitable cells (fibroblasts) at levels corresponding to experimental measurements (3 and 9% for WT and ankyrin-B$^{-/-}$, respectively) (A); homogeneous (0% fibrosis) 2-dimensional grids comprised of WT (black), ankyrin-B$^{-/-}$ (red), Ca$_{v}$.1.3-deficient (gray), or NCX/NKA-deficient (green) cells (B); heterogeneous grids comprised of ankyrin-B$^{-/-}$ cells interspersed with varying degrees of fibroblasts: 0 (black), 3 (gray), and 9% (red) (C); heterogeneous grids comprised of ankyrin-B$^{-/-}$ cells with 9% fibrosis distributed in a diffuse (red) or clustered (gray) pattern (D). E–H: simulated activation maps during 1 cycle of reentry in heterogeneous WT and ankyrin-B$^{-/-}$ grids (E and F) and homogeneous grids with no fibrosis (G and H). Isochrone lines are labeled with corresponding activation time (in ms). I and J: simulated APs at a point remote from the reentry core during 1 s of reentrant activation in heterogeneous (I) and homogeneous (J) WT and ankyrin-B$^{-/-}$ grids. K: average CL during 2 s of sustained reentry in WT and ankyrin-B$^{-/-}$ grids with varying levels of fibrosis (0, 3, and 9%). Longitudinal (L) and transverse conduction velocity (CV; M) of a plane wave propagating in WT and ankyrin-B$^{-/-}$ grids with varying levels of fibrosis.

(Fig. 3B). Eliminating fibrosis eliminated the complex relationship between duration of reentry and grid size, suggesting that fibrosis promotes complex reentry dynamics seen in ankyrin-B$^{-/-}$ tissue. Importantly, loss of ion channel membrane targeting alone is sufficient to produce a dramatic decrease in activation CL (compare values for 0% fibrosis in Fig. 3K) and critical mass. Loss of Ca$_{v}$.1.3 is the primary determinant of reduced critical mass in ankyrin-B$^{-/-}$ tissue (Fig. 3B), consistent with our findings that Cav1.3-deficiency is largely responsible for decreased APD in the ankyrin-B$^{-/-}$ atrial cell (Fig. 2).

To further clarify the role of fibrosis, we compared activation and reentry dynamics in ankyrin-B$^{-/-}$ tissue with 0% fibrosis.
(homogeneous), 3 (similar to WT), and 9% fibrosis (Fig. 3C). As the degree of fibrosis increases, the relationship between reentry duration and tissue size also became increasingly more complex with increased likelihood of block at larger tissue sizes but decreased likelihood of block at smaller sizes. The net result is a leftward (smaller) shift in the critical mass to support reentry with increasing fibrosis. Increasing fibrosis decreased conduction velocity to a similar degree in WT and ankyrin-B\textsuperscript{+/-} tissue (Fig. 3L). We also examined the difference between activation and reentry dynamics in the ankyrin-B\textsuperscript{+/-} tissue with a diffuse or “stringy” pattern of fibrosis where clusters of up to five cells were allowed (Fig. 3D). We observed a similar effect of fibrosis on conduction velocity and reentry dynamics independent of fibrosis pattern. Thus structural remodeling in ankyrin-B\textsuperscript{+/-} contributes to the decrease in critical tissue mass to support reentry by decreasing conduction velocity. Fibrosis also introduces complex reentry dynamics by increasing the likelihood that the reentrant wave front will terminate by encountering an inexcitable barrier (fibrotic cluster or tissue edge). In summary, our simulations suggest that loss of ankyrin-B function decreases the critical tissue mass for sustained reentry through cellular changes in ion channel membrane expression (decreased APD) with a secondary contribution from altered tissue structure (decreased conduction velocity). Altered tissue structure also introduces complex reentry dynamics by increasing the likelihood for wave break.

**Mathematical model of SAN pacemaking.** Ankyrin-B dysfunction is associated with severe and highly penetrant SAN dysfunction, in addition to atrial and ventricular arrhythmias (27). Similarly, ankyrin-B\textsuperscript{+/-} mice show bradycardia coupled with increased heart rate variability (27). At the cellular level, loss of Ca\textsubscript{1.3} (normally highly expressed in SAN), NCX, and NKA is observed in SAN cells from ankyrin-B\textsuperscript{+/-} mice. To determine the mechanism for SAN dysfunction in ankyrin-B syndrome, we first incorporated measured loss of Ca\textsubscript{1.3}, NCX, and NKA into a recently published model of the murine SAN cell (23). Importantly, this model includes separate formulations for Ca\textsubscript{1.2} and Ca\textsubscript{1.3} channel populations and accurately simulates normal murine AP and calcium cycling. In contrast to the WT SAN cell, which showed regular and rapid spontaneous activation, the ankyrin-B\textsuperscript{+/-} SAN cell displayed highly irregular activity (Fig. 4). Fourier analysis was performed to quantify changes in activation rate and pattern. Whereas the WT SAN cell shows a single peak at 4.7 Hz in agreement with experimental measurements from isolated SAN cells [4.8 ± 0.5 Hz (27)], the ankyrin-B\textsuperscript{+/-} SAN cell shows multiple peaks at lower frequencies as well as a broadening of peaks reflecting an overall slowing of spontaneous activation coupled with increased variability (Fig. 4), consistent with findings in the ankyrin-B\textsuperscript{+/-} mouse and human patients (27). To determine the mechanism for SAN dysfunction in ankyrin-B\textsuperscript{+/-}, we evaluated spontaneous activity in four scenarios: 1) loss of Ca\textsubscript{1.3} alone, 2) loss of NCX alone, 3) loss of NKA alone, and 4) coupled loss of NCX and NKA. Ca\textsubscript{1.3} loss was sufficient to produce a slowing of spontaneous firing rate, without affecting variability (single peak at 4.2 Hz). In contrast, loss of NCX or NKA together produced a slight increase in firing rate (Fig. 4B). To investigate in detail the sensitivity of SAN pacemaking to changes in expression of Ca\textsubscript{1.3}, NCX, and NKA, we analyzed changes in SAN CL as we simultaneously varied Ca\textsubscript{1.3} and NKA expression or Ca\textsubscript{1.3} and NCX expression (Fig. 5). While, in general, CL was most sensitive to changes in Ca\textsubscript{1.3}, a 30–40% reduction in NKA (depending on Ca\textsubscript{1.3} expression) induced a transition

![Fig. 4. Slow and irregular spontaneous activity in ankyrin-B\textsuperscript{+/-} sinoatrial node cell. Simulated spontaneous APs (A) and corresponding power spectra (B) from WT, ankyrin-B\textsuperscript{+/-}, Ca\textsubscript{1.3}-deficient, and NCX/NKA-deficient sinoatrial node cells. Power spectra were computed using fast Fourier transform in MATLAB on V\textsubscript{m}(t) (100-s duration). Arrows in B indicate location of dominant frequency in WT.](http://ajpheart.physiology.org/)
from regular periodic firing to a more irregular pattern ("chaotic") characteristic of ankyrin-B+/− (Fig. 5A). A similar transition was observed as NCX was varied but only after a relatively large degree of loss (50–60% reduction, Fig. 5B). Thus, whereas loss of Ca,1.3 is responsible for slowing of firing rate, loss of NKA (and to a lesser degree, NCX) provide a mechanism for the increase in variability observed in ankyrin-B+/− SAN cells.

Mathematical model of intact SAN. Regular SAN activity depends on the intricate structure of the distributed pacemaker complex in the context of the intact RA. Our experimental data indicate that ankyrin-B dysfunction results in both electrical and structural remodeling of the RA (see Fig. 1). To determine the interplay between cellular and tissue level changes on SAN dysfunction in ankyrin-B+/− hearts, we used a two-dimensional physiological model of the intact SAN (Fig. 6) (3, 13, 42). The WT model displayed regular spontaneous activation that initiated from a point in the central node and spread through the peripheral node and into the surrounding atrial tissue with a conduction velocity that agrees with experimental measurements (3) (Fig. 6, B and D). Interestingly, the ankyrin-B+/− node showed a shift in the primary activation site toward the periphery as system approached steady state (activation failure in central SAN region indicated by white area in Fig. 6C). Furthermore, exit block occurred after only one beat, and eventually spontaneous activity terminated altogether at steady state (Fig. 6C). While these simulations do not rule out the possibility that in three dimensions, pacemaking would be sustained at an alternative site, they do predict a dramatic shift in location of the primary pacemaking site consistent with experimental measurements in intact ankyrin-B+/− SAN (15).

To determine the mechanism for SAN dysfunction in the ankyrin-B+/− model, we evaluated sensitivity of RA activation to each component of ankyrin-B-deficiency in the model (Fig. 6, G–I). Consistent with findings in the single SAN cell, loss of Ca,1.3 had the greatest impact on RA activation as determined by the number of successful beats (Fig. 3G) and CL of RA activation (Fig. 3H). Interestingly, whereas loss of NCX or NKA had little impact on RA activation, increasing the degree of fibrosis dramatically increased RA CL and latency likely because of increased loading of surviving SAN cells by surrounding atrial cells. Finally, we determined the effect of uniform uncoupling on SAN function in the ankyrin-B+/− model (Fig. 6, E and F). Interestingly, in contrast to fibrosis that promotes SAN dysfunction, a moderate level of uniform uncoupling had protective effects on SAN function.

DISCUSSION

Our studies identify ionic mechanisms underlying sustained atrial fibrillation and SAN dysfunction in cardiac disease. Specifically, we find that loss of Ca,1.3 leads to AP shortening...
Fig. 6. Effect of ankyrin-B dysfunction on pacemaking. A: mathematical model of intact sinoatrial node (SAN) based on realistic geometry with cell types determined by immunohistochemistry (3, 13, 42). WT (B) and ankyrin-B−/− (C) activation maps corresponding to one complete cycle (top) and spontaneous APs (bottom) recorded from SAN (black lines) and right atrial free wall (red lines). For ankyrin-B−/−, spontaneous SAN APs are shown for 2 sites (black and gray lines, locations indicated by asterisks) on either side of central block region (white area denoted by arrow). D: simulated and measured (3) conduction velocity from SAN into right atrium (RA). Ankyrin-B dysfunction results in shift of primary pacemaker site toward periphery (central SAN region fails to activate), sinus exit block, and ultimately sinoatrial node failure. E and F: comparison of activation of RA free wall and septum in WT and ankyrin-B−/− for different degrees of fibrosis and different values of cell-to-cell coupling. RA activation properties characterized by number of free wall activations (G), CL of RA activation (H), and latency to first activation (I) in WT, ankyrin-B−/−, Ca,1.3-deficient, NKA-deficient, NCX-deficient, and WT with 9% fibrosis. Rg, gap junction resistance.
which reduces the AP spatial wavelength and the critical tissue size needed to sustain reentry. In parallel, increased fibrosis also reduces spatial wavelength but by slowing conduction. In the SAN, loss of Ca\(_{1.3}\) contributes to a general slowing of activation, whereas defects in NKA and NCX to a lesser degree underlie increased variability (Fig. 7). Simulations of pacemaking in the intact SAN reveal a shift in primary pacemaker site, episodes of SAN exit block, and even failure in ankyrin-B\(^{+/−}\). In previous computational studies, we have shown that ventricular arrhythmias associated with ankyrin-B deficiency are likely the cause of Ca\(^{2+}\) overload secondary to defects in NCX and NKA membrane targeting (44). In contrast, results from the current study predict that loss of Ca\(_{1.3}\) in ankyrin-B\(^{+/−}\) atrial and SAN cells compensates for loss of NCX and NKA, resulting in very little net change in intracellular Ca\(^{2+}\) cycling. Instead, defects in repolarization and/or spontaneous depolarization lead to distinct arrhythmia phenotypes in these specific cardiac regions (Fig. 7).

Loss-of-function ankyrin-B defects have been observed in both congenital (ankyrin-B syndrome) and acquired disease (19, 22, 33–35). In the setting of ankyrin-B syndrome, it is clear that ankyrin-B dysfunction is responsible for changes in membrane expression of ion channels leading ultimately to increased susceptibility to arrhythmias. Although the situation in acquired disease is undoubtedly more complex, it is interesting to consider the possibility that ankyrin-B dysfunction underlies electrical and structural remodeling known to precipitate arrhythmias in heart disease including heart failure. An important question going forward is, What leads to ankyrin-B defects in acquired disease? Recent studies suggest that activation of the calcium-dependent protease calpain is an important precursor to loss of ankyrin-B under stress conditions (22). Future studies will determine whether this pathway is involved across disease pathologies and whether therapeutic interventions aimed at calpain may prevent ankyrin-B dysfunction and associated arrhythmias.

Our results indicate that loss of ankyrin-B regulates the arrhythmia substrate at the cellular level by altering membrane expression and at the tissue level by inducing fibrosis. We also predict that fibrosis has a very different impact on SAN function than uniform uncoupling. Specifically, whereas fibrosis compromises SAN activity, moderate uniform uncoupling actually preserves function. These findings are consistent with recent computational studies showing a similar relationship between electrical remodeling, structural remodeling, and AP wavelength (25). Our findings also agree with previous work showing that fibrosis slows conduction and produces fragmented wave fronts conducive to multiple reentry circuits (4, 38, 46). An important limitation to consider when interpreting these results is that the exact degree of coupling between fibroblasts and myocytes in vivo is unknown. Here, we assume poor coupling based on studies showing sparse gap junction formation between fibroblasts and myocytes in vivo (10, 24). Whether this coupling changes in disease or in different regions of the heart remains to be determined. Furthermore, while the molecular pathway for ankyrin-B-dependent regulation of ion channel membrane expression has been well characterized, the pathway linking ankyrin-B dysfunction to changes in fibrosis is unknown. However, fibrosis is a common finding in atrial fibrillation and has been shown to be regulated at least in part by reactive oxygen species-dependent activation of matrix metalloproteinases (14). Interestingly, calpain activation has also been identified as a potential inducer of fibrosis through TGF-\(β\) activation (29). It will be important for future studies to determine whether ankyrin-B dysfunction induces changes in tissue structure through similar or distinct path-

![Fig. 7. Broad spectrum of arrhythmia phenotypes and proposed underlying cellular/molecular mechanisms in ankyrin-B syndrome. Loss of ankyrin-B affects a myriad of ion channels and transporters. Loss of Ca\(_{1.3}\) promotes early atrial repolarization and slowing of SAN cell spontaneous firing which contributes to a substrate for sinus node dysfunction and atrial fibrillation. Loss of NKA promotes irregular, chaotic SAN firing and delayed ventricular repolarization leading to a substrate for sinus node dysfunction and ventricular tachyarrhythmias. Finally, loss of NCX promotes overload of Ca\(^{2+}\) in the sarcoplasmic reticulum, which is an important determinant of the proarrhythmogenic substrate in the ventricle. PP2A, protein phosphatase 2A.](http://ajpheart.physiology.org/)
ways. It is also important to note that fibrosis measurements in this study come from age-matched WT and ankyrin-B \( ^{+/−} \) mice. We anticipate that fibrosis in ankyrin-B-deficient atria will vary with age and species.

Our findings add to mounting evidence that a common mechanism may give rise to atrial arrhythmias and SAN dysfunction (12, 28). Fibrosis helps create the substrate for sustained reentry in the atria by slowing conduction while contributing to SAN dysfunction (slowed activation, intermittent exit block) by altering the source-sink relationship between SAN and surrounding atrial tissue. At the same time, loss of Ca,1.3 reduces duration of atrial APs (favorable for tent exit block) by altering the source-sink relationship at both the cell and tissue level. Thus ankyrin-B dysfunction involves changes at both the cell and tissue level that favor the common manifestation of atrial arrhythmias and sinus node dysfunction. Interestingly, severe bradycardia has been reported in the Ca,1.3 null mice (37). While spontaneous atrial tachyarrhythmias have not been observed, it will be important to determine if these animals are susceptible to induced arrhythmias. However, it is interesting to consider the possibility that atrial arrhythmias are more common in ankyrin-B \( ^{+/−} \) due to the presence of multiple proarrhythmic defects at the cell and tissue level (e.g., loss of multiple ion channels combined with increased fibrosis).

Limitations. While our mathematical model of the ankyrin-B \( ^{+/−} \) cardiomyocyte accounts for many known ankyrin-B targets, it has important limitations based on the available experimental data. Although the model accounts for the loss of NCX, NKA, and Ca,1.3, it does not consider the loss of the inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate receptor in atrial cardiomyocytes. Furthermore, it is likely that dysregulation of kinase/phosphatase balance secondary to loss of protein phosphatase 2a targeting will play an important role in regulating the arrhythmia substrate and/or trigger (11). Our model will provide the framework into which new data on the function of these proteins in atrial cardiomyocytes may be incorporated. It is also important to note that for the sake of simplicity, these studies do not account for the detailed physiology of the three-dimensional atrium. Nevertheless, there is good agreement between the fundamental behavior in our study and that observed using higher dimensional models (25). Finally, while simulation results are considerably robust across models, important distinctions exist, particularly with respect to AP restitution (Fig. 2), that may have implications for behavior at the tissue level.

APPENDIX

Initial conditions for state variables in mathematical model of human atrial AP can be found in Table A1.

Mathematical model of the intact SAN. Mathematical models used to represent electrical activity of different cell types in the intact SAN are provided in Table A2. Gap junction resistance and ion channel conductances were scaled from the SAN center to the periphery according to Eqs. 1–4 to account for heterogeneity of the SAN cell population (3, 23, 26). The model of the atrial cell was modified to produce an AP more similar to the mouse atrial AP (Eqs. 5–9). Initial conditions for cells in the intact node are provided in Tables A3 and A4.

\[
R_g = 110 \left[ \frac{1}{1 + \exp(\frac{-3.108(x - 0.141)}{2})} \right] + \frac{0.1085}{1 + \exp(\frac{100.8(x - 0.22)}{2})} \tag{1}
\]

where \( x \) is distance (in cm). Conductance of fast sodium current (in mS/cm\(^2\)) is as follows:

\[
\text{Conductance of fast sodium current} = 0.0073 + 0.22 \left( \frac{x}{100} \right)
\]

Table A1. Initial conditions for state variables in mathematical model of human atrial AP*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State Variable</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>WT</th>
<th>Ankyrin-B (^{+/−})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( m )</td>
<td>Fast Na(^+) current (( I_{Na} )) activation gate</td>
<td>0.004147463955</td>
<td>0.00318551486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( h )</td>
<td>( I_{Na} ) slow inactivation gate</td>
<td>0.9421032891</td>
<td>0.9598653389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( j )</td>
<td>( I_{Na} ) voltage-dependent inactivation gate</td>
<td>0.9319148046</td>
<td>0.9688717543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( f )</td>
<td>( I_{Ca} ) voltage-dependent inactivation gate</td>
<td>0.8466729054</td>
<td>0.8891946221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( X_a )</td>
<td>Rapidly activating K(^+) current activation gate</td>
<td>0.5727907784</td>
<td>0.5594239293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( X_i )</td>
<td>Slowly activating K(^+) current activation gate</td>
<td>0.02303434883</td>
<td>0.01534625493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( O_a )</td>
<td>Transient outward K(^+) current (( I_{Na} )) activation gate</td>
<td>0.03436021906</td>
<td>0.03141789388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( O_i )</td>
<td>( I_{Na} ) inactivation gate</td>
<td>0.9987671846</td>
<td>0.9991357877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( u_a )</td>
<td>Ultrarapid K(^+) current (( I_{Na} )) activation gate</td>
<td>0.006237057018</td>
<td>0.00527170832</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( u_i )</td>
<td>( I_{Na} ) inactivation gate</td>
<td>0.9891437325</td>
<td>0.9897469285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( v )</td>
<td>RYR Ca(^{2+}) dependent activation gate</td>
<td>4.537711703e-16</td>
<td>2.174552101e-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( W )</td>
<td>RYR voltage-dependent activation gate</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( [Ca^{2+}] ), mM</td>
<td>Ca(^{2+}) concentration in myoplasm</td>
<td>0.9990895327</td>
<td>0.9991716587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( [Ca^{2+}]_{rel} ), mM</td>
<td>Ca(^{2+}) in sarcoplasmic reticulum release compartment</td>
<td>0.0002599348619</td>
<td>0.000274599852</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( [Ca^{2+}]_{ret} ), mM</td>
<td>Ca(^{2+}) in sarcoplasmic reticulum uptake compartment</td>
<td>0.4298392427</td>
<td>0.521326844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( [Ca^{2+}]_{calc} ), mM</td>
<td>Ca(^{2+})-bound calmodulin</td>
<td>1.960512954</td>
<td>2.04184657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( [Ca^{2+}]_{tro} ), mM</td>
<td>Ca(^{2+})-bound troponin</td>
<td>0.004231707073</td>
<td>0.005171523579</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( [Na^{+}] ), mM</td>
<td>Na(^+) concentration in myoplasm</td>
<td>0.0239435873</td>
<td>0.02481321084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( [K^{+}] ), mM</td>
<td>K(^+) concentration in myoplasm</td>
<td>3.459084787</td>
<td>3.945479851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( V_m ), mV</td>
<td>Transmembrane potential</td>
<td>−79.01495663</td>
<td>−80.62135663</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Single cell was paced to steady state at cycle length (CL) = 300 ms. AP, action potential; WT, wild-type.
Models equations for human atrial cell model are found in original publication (7). *Modified to produce shorter AP. #Conductances of select channels followed:

\[
g_Na = \frac{1}{1 + \exp \left[ -310.8(x - 0.163) \right]} + \frac{1}{1 + \exp \left[ 310.8(x - 0.186) \right]} \tag{2}
\]

Conductance of Ca,1.2 L-type Ca\(^{2+}\) current (in ms/cm\(^2\)) is as follows:

\[
\overline{g}_{Ca,1.2} = 3.0 - \frac{1}{1 + \exp \left[ -310.8(x - 0.163) \right]} \tag{3}
\]

\[
\overline{g}_{K_r} = 5.0 - \frac{1}{1 + \exp \left[ -310.8(x - 0.163) \right]} \tag{4}
\]

Mathematical model of murine atrial AP waveform. Equations and parameters that differ from original publication are provided below. All other equations and parameters may be found in original publication (7). Importantly, there is good agreement between APD in measured and simulated WT and ankyrin-B\(^{+/-}\) mouse atrial cells (Fig. A1). L-type Ca\(^{2+}\) current is as follows:

\[
\overline{g}_{Ca} = 0.175 \text{ nS/pF} \tag{5}
\]

### Table A3. Initial conditions for state variables in mathematical model of mouse SAN AP\(^*\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State Variable</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>WT</th>
<th>Ankyrin-B(^{+/-})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(m_{TTX})</td>
<td>TTX-resistant fast Na(^{+}) current ((I_{Na,TTX})) activation gate</td>
<td>0.4013731391</td>
<td>0.5175464965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(h_{TTX})</td>
<td>(I_{Na,TTX}) inactivation gate</td>
<td>0.2724690414</td>
<td>0.1709890012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(j_{TTX})</td>
<td>(I_{Na,TTX}) slow inactivation gate</td>
<td>0.02491755567</td>
<td>0.0200605018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(m_{TTX})</td>
<td>TTX-sensitive fast Na(^{+}) current ((I_{Na,TTX})) activation gate</td>
<td>0.1078937365</td>
<td>0.161864092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(h_{TTX})</td>
<td>(I_{Na,TTX}) inactivation gate</td>
<td>0.4499949412</td>
<td>0.3048035189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f_{TTX})</td>
<td>(I_{Na,TTX}) slow inactivation gate</td>
<td>0.0268422807</td>
<td>0.01625136245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d_{L1})</td>
<td>Ca,1.2 L-type Ca(^{2+}) current ((I_{Ca,L1.2})) activation gate</td>
<td>4.556481192e-06</td>
<td>1.522040235e-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f_{L1})</td>
<td>(I_{Ca,L1.2}) voltage-dependent inactivation gate</td>
<td>0.9968142383</td>
<td>0.9906700529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(e_{L1})</td>
<td>(I_{Ca,L}) calcium-dependent inactivation gate</td>
<td>0.7649029291</td>
<td>0.7662078651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d_{T1})</td>
<td>Ca,1.3 L-type Ca(^{2+}) current ((I_{Ca,T1.3})) activation gate</td>
<td>0.00020360199</td>
<td>0.005560731373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f_{T1})</td>
<td>(I_{Ca,T1.3}) voltage-dependent inactivation gate</td>
<td>0.9809331115</td>
<td>0.950375512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d_{T1})</td>
<td>T-type Ca(^{2+}) current ((I_{Ca,T})) activation gate</td>
<td>0.001625076871</td>
<td>0.004482631204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f_{T1})</td>
<td>(I_{Ca,T}) voltage-dependent inactivation gate</td>
<td>0.426423268</td>
<td>0.2744185369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(X_c)</td>
<td>Rapidly activating K(^{+}) current ((I_K)) activation gate</td>
<td>0.4043762826</td>
<td>0.3360704343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(X_n)</td>
<td>(I_K) inactivation gate</td>
<td>0.925010631</td>
<td>0.8997897425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(X_s)</td>
<td>Slowly activating K(^{+}) current activation gate</td>
<td>0.01271025192</td>
<td>0.0108995996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d_a)</td>
<td>Sustained inward Na(^{+}) ((I_a)) current activation gate</td>
<td>0.62459001914</td>
<td>0.8464766153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f_a)</td>
<td>(I_a) inactivation gate</td>
<td>0.4537962624</td>
<td>0.4492530382</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Y)</td>
<td>Hyperpolarization-activated current ((I_h)) activation gate</td>
<td>0.02600259091</td>
<td>0.0185389239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(O_t)</td>
<td>Transient outward K(^{+}) current ((I_o)) activation gate</td>
<td>0.6106875806</td>
<td>0.4978937269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(O_s)</td>
<td>Activation gate for (I_o) and (I_{to})</td>
<td>0.004626741836</td>
<td>0.006270214103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R_{se})</td>
<td>Ryanodine receptor ((R_Y)) open state</td>
<td>7.577231176e-08</td>
<td>6.414963718e-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R_{re})</td>
<td>(R_Y) inactivated state</td>
<td>1.219149069e-08</td>
<td>1.757603047e-08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R_{rs})</td>
<td>(R_Y) resting-inactivated state</td>
<td>0.2152475978</td>
<td>0.2124565019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R_t)</td>
<td>(R_Y) resting state</td>
<td>0.7692198658</td>
<td>0.7754111992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Ca(^{2+})](_{myo})</td>
<td>Ca(^{2+}) concentration in myoplasm (mM)</td>
<td>3.193043232e-05</td>
<td>3.235691602e-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Ca(^{2+})](_{JSSR})</td>
<td>[Ca(^{2+})] in junctional sarcoplasmic reticulum (mM)</td>
<td>0.118929623</td>
<td>0.1631189264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Ca(^{2+})](_{NSR})</td>
<td>[Ca(^{2+})] in network sarcoplasmic reticulum (mM)</td>
<td>1.577923289</td>
<td>1.542832819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Ca(^{2+})](_{lo})</td>
<td>[Ca(^{2+})] in subspace (mM)</td>
<td>5.603557083e-05</td>
<td>7.408237329e-05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f_{Ca})</td>
<td>Fractional occupancy of calmodulin by Ca(^{2+})</td>
<td>0.0138611385</td>
<td>0.0140896089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f_{Ca})</td>
<td>Fractional occupancy of calmodulin by subspace Ca(^{2+})</td>
<td>0.02419908023</td>
<td>0.0313994341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f_{Ca})</td>
<td>Fractional occupancy of troponin Ca(^{2+}) site by Ca(^{2+})</td>
<td>0.006346326788</td>
<td>0.006416675037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f_{Ca})</td>
<td>Fractional occupancy of troponin Mg(^{2+}) site by Ca(^{2+})</td>
<td>0.1297414046</td>
<td>0.1266805319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f_{Ca})</td>
<td>Fractional occupancy of troponin Mg(^{2+}) site by Mg(^{2+})</td>
<td>0.7680057958</td>
<td>0.7715097855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(f_{Ca})</td>
<td>Fractional occupancy of calsequestrin by JSR Ca(^{2+})</td>
<td>0.120498404</td>
<td>0.1601843848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Na(^{+})](_m)</td>
<td>Na(^{+}) concentration in myoplasm</td>
<td>8.11828204</td>
<td>7.785938742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[K(^{+})](_m)</td>
<td>K(^{+}) concentration in myoplasm</td>
<td>139.8850767</td>
<td>140.2183952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(V_m)</td>
<td>Transmembrane potential</td>
<td>-64.52369393</td>
<td>-58.40912806</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Single cell underwent spontaneous activity for 200 s. Model equations for mouse SAN cell are found in original publication (23).
Ryanodine receptor (RyR) Ca\(^{2+}\) voltage-dependent inactivation gate

\[
\text{RyR voltage-dependent inactivation gate} = 0.9993892777, 0.9993657578
\]

Fast ICa, Ca\(^{2+}\) current activation gate

\[
\text{Fast ICa current activation gate} = 0.01764536694, 0.01599482291
\]

Noninactivating steady-state K\(^{+}\) current gate

\[
\text{Noninactivating steady-state K\(^{+}\) current gate} = 8.021780287e-32, 0
\]

Rapidly activating K\(^{+}\) current

\[
\text{Rapidly activating K\(^{+}\) current} = 0.0019383118203, 7.524196035e-05
\]

Noninactivating K\(^{+}\) current

\[
\text{Noninactivating K\(^{+}\) current} = 0.14 nS/pF, 0.035 nS/pF
\]

Transient outward K\(^{+}\) current gate

\[
\text{Transient outward K\(^{+}\) current gate} = 0.00019383118203, 7.524196035e-05
\]

Regarding transient outward K\(^{+}\) current, equations derived from model of mouse ventricular AP (1) are as follows:

\[
I_{\text{Kto}} = G_{\text{Kto}} \alpha_{\text{Kto}} \beta_{\text{Kto}} (V_m - E_K)
\]

\[
\tau_{\text{Kto}} = 1200 - 170/\{1 + \exp((-V_m + 45.2)/5.7)\}
\]

\[
\alpha_{\text{Kto}} = 1 / \{1 + \exp(-(-V_m - 22.5)/7.7)\}
\]

\[
\beta_{\text{Kto}} = 0.18064 \exp(-0.06237(V_m + 30))
\]

\[
\alpha_{\text{ito}} = 5.6002 \times 10^{-4} \exp(-0.1429V_m) + 1
\]

\[
\beta_{\text{ito}} = 6.1426 \exp(0.1429V_m) + 1
\]

\[
G_{\text{Ksst}} = 0.035 nS/pF
\]

Regarding noninactivating steady-state K\(^{+}\) current, equations derived from model of mouse ventricular AP (1) are as follows:

\[
I_{\text{Kss}} = G_{\text{Kss}} \alpha_{\text{Kss}} (V_m - E_K)
\]

\[
\alpha_{\text{Kss}} = 1 / \{1 + \exp(-(-V_m + 22.5)/7.7)\}
\]

\[
\tau_{\text{Kss}} = 39.3 \exp(-0.08628V_m) + 13.17
\]

\[
G_{\text{Ksst}} = 0.035 nS/pF
\]

Ryanodine receptor Ca\(^{2+}\) release channel is as follows:

\[
\tau_{\text{activation}} = 4.0 ms
\]
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Table A4. Initial conditions for state variables in mathematical model of mouse atrial AP*

| State Variable | Definition | WT | Ankyrin-B

| M | Fast ICa activation gate | 0.00135132373 | 0.00150440009
| H | ICa, slow inactivation gate | 0.9873590055 | 0.9854360461
| J | ICa, slow inactivation gate | 0.9918930493 | 0.998065458
| D | ICa, slow inactivation gate | 0.000933631852 | 0.00101615048
| F | ICa, slow inactivation gate | 0.971452238 | 0.9967578666
| \(\alpha_{\text{Kto}}\) | \(\alpha_{\text{Kto}}\) | 0.03577 | 0.1376893
| \(\beta_{\text{Kto}}\) | \(\beta_{\text{Kto}}\) | 0.1429 | 0.035
| \(\alpha_{\text{ito}}\) | \(\alpha_{\text{ito}}\) | 0.035 | 0.1429
| \(\beta_{\text{ito}}\) | \(\beta_{\text{ito}}\) | 0.03577 | 0.1376893

*Single cell was paced to steady state at CL = 300 ms.

Regarding ultrarapid delayed rectifier K\(^{+}\) current, equations derived from model of mouse ventricular AP (1) are as follows:

\[
I_{\text{Kur}} = G_{\text{Kur}} \alpha_{\text{Kur}} \beta_{\text{Kur}} (V_m - E_K)
\]

\[
\tau_{\text{Kur}} = 0.493 \exp(-0.0692V_m) + 2.058
\]

\[
G_{\text{Kur}} = 0.14 nS/pF
\]

\[
\alpha_{\text{Kur}} = 1 / \{1 + \exp(-(-V_m + 22.5)/7.7)\}
\]

\[
\beta_{\text{Kur}} = 0.035 \exp(-0.06237(V_m + 30))
\]

Fig. A1. Modified model of murine atrial action potential waveform. A: simulated WT and ankyrin-B\(^{−/−}\) action potentials following steady-state pacing at CL = 1.000 ms. B: simulated and measured (9) APD. APD90, APD at 90% repolarization.
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